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ABSTRACT
Kim, Jeong Rok
M.S.O.E
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
November 2018
Coupling Light into Silicon Waveguide using Surface Plasmon Polaritons
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Azad Siahmakoun
We demonstrated a new method of evanescent coupling of light, using surface plasmon polaritons
(SPP) and a prism of smaller index of refraction, crystalline silicon (Si) waveguide. This SPP
coupler is designed for the maximum light coupling at the wavelength of 1550 nm. This device is
comprised of a dielectric prism, airgap, silver (Ag) film, Si waveguide and silicon dioxide (SiO2)
substrate. MATLAB and numerical finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) analysis are used to
simulate evanescent light coupling into the Si waveguide through SPP. The simulation predicts
50% light coupling for p-polarized light and less than 10% for s-polarized light at an optimum
incident angle of 44°. This device is fabricated on SOI wafer by typical cleanroom technologies,
via lithography, XeF2 dry-etching, metal sputtering and lift-off process. The fabricated device
exhibited 10% light coupling for p-polarized light and 0.2% for s-polarized light at 1550 nm an
incident angle of 44°.
Keywords: Optical Engineering, Light Coupling, Surface Plasmon Polaritons, Otto Configuration,
Low Index Prism
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11. INTRODUCTION
Silicon (Si) is an excellent material. It is the second most abundant element in the Earth’s crust. It
can be purified to a high level. Moreover, oxide Si is a good insulator, is stable, and can withstand
a large electric field across it. It can be easily patterned by photo-lithography. Silicon has been a
dominant material since the 1960’s. Almost 95% of all electronic circuits are now grown on a Si
platform. The growth of the Si industry follows the Moore’s law (Figure 1.1), which states that the
number of transistors in an integrated circuit chip doubles every 18 months. However, during the
last few years there has been indication of the decline of Moore’s law.
The complexity of present-day integrated circuit (IC) has reached such a high level that the in-
terconnects within it are formed on a number of levels. On-chip interconnects are electrical wiring
which distribute clock, power, and other signals. The metallic interconnects, mainly copper (Cu),
provide delay due to RC time constant (Figure 1.2). If the increase in speed is to be maintained
at the same rate for the next generation IC, the interconnect bottleneck must be addressed. Optics
is believed to be the right solution to the problem. Using photons as bits of information, instead
of electrons, faster performance of the devices is expected. Use of photons also solves the power
Figure 1.1: Graph showing the number of transistors in a chip since 1970 [1].
2dissipation problem. Photons propagate in transparent media with less heat dissipation and al-
most no cross-talk. Unlike electrical currents, light beams can cross one another without using
any insulator. The multilevel interconnection scheme is not needed when light beams are used for
interconnects within the chip.
Fiber-optic communication links have spread over the whole globe like a spider’s net. A still
larger number of links is being added. Today’s fiber-optic links employ dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM), in which huge amounts of data carried by hundreds of carrier wavelengths
(separated approx. from each other by about 0.8 nm, covering both 1300 and 1550 nm windows),
each modulated at a high bit rate (10 Gb/s or more), are transmitted by a single strand of a fiber
(Figure 1.3) [1]. This system consists of many passive and active devices of silicon photonics
for example, optical modulator, multiplexer and filter. The fundamental building block of silicon
photonics devices is optical waveguide (Figure 1.4). In many cases, the optical waveguide is made
of Si on silicon dioxide (SiO2) substrate. The optical waveguide, can confine the light power and
carry them as if printed circuit board (PCB) pattern in an electronic circuit. So, how to bring the
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: (a) Schematic view of electrical interconnect in very large-scale integrated circuit
(VLSI). (b) Variation of interconnect propagation delay with year and feature size for Al-
SiO2, Cu-low-k dielectric. [1]
3light into the waveguide?
Silicon photonics has superior advantages of large-scale integration onto a single microchip
using existing semiconductor fabrication techniques. However, this integration makes light couple
difficult due to size constraints. Commonly used dimensions of the single mode waveguide for
the 1500-1600 nm are 500×220 nm and the core diameter of the standard single mode fiber is
about 6-9 µm [3]. The coupling loss from the fiber to the waveguide is about 30 dB due to the
large dimension and mode mismatch [4]. There are methods for efficient light coupling from the
fiber to the waveguide-like direct focusing, end-butt coupling, grating coupler and prism coupler.
They have their own merits and demerits. Silicon photonics shows us that transverse couplers, like
direct focusing (Figure 1.5(a)) and end-butt coupling (Figure 1.5(b)), need high quality polished
cross-sectional facets of the waveguide and in many applications only surface exposed devices are
Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of a WDM point-to-point communication link [1].
Figure 1.4: Optical Si waveguide [2].
4available. Grating couplers (Figure 1.5(c)) are popular surface couplers, therefore entire surface of
the chip can be used for input/output [5]. The disadvantages of the grating coupler are a narrow
bandwidth and difficult fabrication process. For visible and near infrared light, a grating pitch
of 1000 to 3000 A˚ is required, therefore gratings are usually fabricated by either focused e-beam
exposure [6], or a holographic process [7–10]. Evanescent coupling (Figure 1.5(d)) is frequently
used in laboratory applications due to its versatility [11]. However, one critical disadvantage of
prism coupler is that the index of the prism must be higher than the mode effective index in the
waveguide. The semiconductor waveguides, which typically have indices of 3 to 4 and it makes
difficult to find suitable prisms to couple the light [12]. By introducing surface plasmon polariton
(SPP) effects, it has been shown that the light can be coupled into the semiconductor waveguide
using a typical fused silica prism which has an index of 1.44 at 1550 nm of wavelength. Since it is
cost-effective, efficient, and the fabrication process of this device is simple, it can be considered as
an alternative candidate for the light coupling method.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.5: Examples of each coupling method: (a) direct focusing; (b) end-butt coupling; (c)
grating coupler; (d) prism coupler (evanescent coupling). [13]
5The objective of the thesis is to model, simulate, design, fabricate, and characterize SPP coupler
to prove that the idea is attainable. The organization of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 explains the backgrounds of SPP. In addition, the derivation of dispersion relation
and reflection property of SPP is discussed and analyzed with MATLAB. Further, the basic idea of
SPP coupling is discussed. Chapter 3 presents finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation to
find optimum value of coupling control parameters: airgap and incident angle. Additionally, FDTD
total structure simulation is performed. Chapter 4 describes thoroughly about the fabrication tech-
nique of a SPP coupler step-by-step from mask design to wafer dicing. The result of fabrication is
also included. Chapter 5 explains experimental work including alignment of the prism, total exper-
imental setup and additional processing step for measured data. Chapter 6 includes the discussions
on the experimental results of the measurements in Chapter 5. Chapter 7 includes the conclusions
of the thesis and proposes potential future research to advance this area of interest.
62. THEORY AND BACKGROUND
2.1. Prism Coupler
One of the primary diagnostic tools for evaluating the propagation characteristics of dielectric
waveguides is the prism coupler. In its simplest form, the coupler makes use of a high refractive
index prism placed in close proximity to a dielectric waveguide as shown in Figure 2.1. When a
light beam passing through the prism and hit its bottom at an angle larger than the critical angle,
the evanescent waves that extend below the prism base penetrate into the waveguide. This field is
capable of transferring power between the incident beam and a waveguide mode [11].
𝜃4
𝑛2
𝑛3
𝑛1
𝑛4
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑚
𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑒 (𝑆𝑖)
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑆𝑖𝑂2)
𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑝
𝐴𝑖𝑟
𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓)
𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙
𝜃2
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑇𝐼𝑅)
Figure 2.1: Geometry of prism coupler.
The condition of the prism coupler is derived. From the Snell’s law, at the interface of prism
and air is
n4 sinθ4 = n1 sinθ1, (2.1)
at the interface of air and waveguide is
n1 sinθ1 = n2 sinθ2. (2.2)
7From Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), phase matching condition is derived
n4 sinθ4 = n2 sinθ2, (2.3)
when θ2 = θb, where θb is bouncing angle inside the waveguide for the mode,
ne f f = n2 sinθb,
sinθb =
ne f f
n2
,
(2.4)
where ne f f is mode effective index. Since the value of sinθ4 is always in between 0 to 1
0 < sinθ4 =
n2
n4
sinθb < 1, (2.5)
by substituting Eq. (2.4) into (2.5)
0 <
ne f f
n4
< 1, (2.6)
therefore, the ne f f must be
0 < ne f f < n4. (2.7)
However, in silicon photonics, Si is common medium for the waveguide and ne f f of the Si waveg-
uide is about 3.5. The germanium (Ge) prism can be a candidate since their index is above 4 and
transparent for infrared (IR) light, but high costs prevent Ge prisms from feasibility for general
use. SPP coupler which suggested in this thesis is expected to solve this problem.
2.2. Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPP)
Surface plasmon polaritons are collective charge-density oscillation waves of free electrons local-
ized at the interface between metal and dielectric media. Light is an oscillation of the electro-
magnetic (EM) field, and this oscillation makes the electrons in the metal near the surface vibrate.
Usually, they just oscillate. Under specific conditions, however, they generate a longitudinal wave
8of electrons and this wave excites SPP (Figure 2.2) [14]. The term “surface plasmon polariton”
explains that the wave involves both charge motion in the metal (“surface plasmon”) and electro-
magnetic waves in the air or dielectric (“polariton”). By investigating the dispersion relation of the
SPP wave, the right condition for excitation of SPP can be found in a given structure.
Figure 2.2: Surface plasmon polariton [15].
2.2.1. Properties of SPP
Field Enhancement
SPP has an EM field that is extremely localized to the surface of the metal. This compression of
the EM field results in plasmonic field amplitudes that can be two orders of magnitude larger than
the EM field that excites them.
Long-range Propagation
SPP can travel along the surface of a metal over a significantly longer distances - even up to few
mm.
Shorter Wavelength
Wave number of light propagating in free space is defined as
k =
2pi
λ
=
ω
c
. (2.8)
9A single photon propagating in free space has an energy
E = }ω = pc. (2.9)
The momentum of the photon is
p= }k =
2pi}
λ
. (2.10)
For a given frequency, the wave number of SPP is always larger than that of a photon, which
means shorter wavelength, larger momentum. To maintain conservation of energy, in order for
a photon to be converted into a SPP, additional momentum must be provided. This momentum
can be applied in several ways. Using the prism is one of the way and the most widely known
methods are kretschmann and otto configurations (Figure 2.3). Kretschmann configuration consists
of prism, metal, and air layers. The metal is deposited right below the prism. When light hits the
interface of the prism and metal at specific angle, an SPP is excited at the interface of metal and
air. Otto configuration is similar with Kretschmann, it consists of prism, airgap, and bulk metal
layer. When light incident on the interface of the prism and airgap at specific angle, SPP is excited
at the interface of metal and air. The suggested system in this paper follows Otto configuration.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Surface plasmon polariton excitation methods: (a) Kretschmann configuration;
(b) Otto configuration. [16]
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2.3. Dispersion Relation
Figure 2.4 shows an interface between two layers and a coordinate system for calculations of
dispersion relation. From Maxwell’s equation in free space:
∇·D = 0, (2.11)
∇·B = 0, (2.12)
∇×E =−∂B
∂ t
, (2.13)
∇×H = ∂D
∂ t
, (2.14)
where
D = εE, B = µ0H, ε = ε0εr. (2.15)
From Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14)
∇×E =−µ0∂H∂ t , (2.16)
by applying curl on both side of Eq. (2.16)
∇×∇×E =−µ0 ∂∂ t (∇×H)=−µ0
∂
∂ t
∂D
∂ t
=−µ0∂
2D
∂ t2
, (2.17)
and by using the identity
∇×∇×E =∇(∇·E)−∇2E, (2.18)
ε=ε(z)
x (propagation direction)
z
y
Figure 2.4: A coordinate system.
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the Eq. (2.17) becomes
∇(∇·E)−∇2E =−µ0ε0εr ∂
2E
∂ t2
. (2.19)
By applying the identity
∇· (εE) =E ·∇ε+ ε∇·E, (2.20)
to Eq. (2.11)
∇D =∇ · (εE) =E ·∇ε+ ε∇·E = 0, (2.21)
ε∇·E =−E ·∇ε, (2.22)
∇·E =−1
ε
E ·∇ε =− 1
εr
E ·∇εr. (2.23)
By substituting Eq. (2.23) into (2.19)
∇
(
− 1
εr
E ·∇εr
)
−∇2E =−µ0ε0εr ∂
2E
∂ t2
, (2.24)
for negligible variation of the ε = ε(r¯) over distances on the order of one optical wavelength,
Eq. (2.24) simplifies to the central equation of EM wave theory
∇2E(r¯, t)− εr
c2
∂ 2E(r¯, t)
∂ t2
= 0, (2.25)
where c= 1/
√µ0ε0.
Assume in all generality a harmonic time dependenceE(r¯, t) =E(r¯)e−iωt of theE, Helmholtz
equation is derived
∇2E(r¯)+ k20εrE(r¯) = 0, (2.26)
where k0 = ω/c.
Propagating waves can be described as
E(x,y,z) =E(z)eiβx, (2.27)
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by substituting Eq. (2.27) into (2.26)
∇2
(
E(z)eiβx
)
+ k20εrE(z)e
iβx = 0, (2.28)
by applying the laplacian operator
∂ 2E(z)eiβx
∂x2
+
∂ 2E(z)eiβx
∂ z2
+ k20εrE(z)e
iβx =
E(z)eiβx(iβ )2 +
∂ 2E(z)eiβx
∂ z2
+ k20εrE(z)e
iβx = 0,
(2.29)
desired form of wave equation is derived
∂ 2E(z)
∂ z2
+
(
k20εr−β 2
)
E(z) = 0. (2.30)
In order to use Eq. (2.30) for determining the spatial field profile and dispersion relation of
propagating waves, explicit expression for the different field components of E and H must be
found.
From Eq. (2.13)
(
∂Ez
∂y
− ∂Ey
∂ z
)
xˆ+
(
∂Ex
∂ z
− ∂Ez
∂x
)
yˆ+
(
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex
∂y
)
zˆ= iωµ0H, (2.31)
∂Ez
∂y
− ∂Ey
∂ z
= iωµ0Hx,
∂Ex
∂ z
− ∂Ez
∂x
= iωµ0Hy,
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex
∂y
= iωµ0Hz,
(2.32)
and from Eq. (2.14)
∂Hz
∂y
− ∂Hy
∂ z
=−iωε0εrEx,
∂Hx
∂ z
− ∂Hz
∂x
=−iωε0εrEy,
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂Hx
∂y
=−iωε0εrEz,
(2.33)
where E = (Ex,Ey,Ez), H = (Hx,Hy,Hz) and ∂/∂ t =−iω .
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For propagation along the x direction (∂/∂x=−iβ ) and homogeneity in the y direction (∂/∂y=
0), Eqs. (2.32) and (2.33) simplify to
∂Ey
∂ z
=−iωµ0Hx, (2.34)
∂Ex
∂ z
− iβEz = iωµ0Hy, (2.35)
iβEy = iωµ0Hz, (2.36)
∂Hy
∂ z
= iωε0εrEx, (2.37)
∂Hx
∂ z
− iβHz =−iωε0εrEy, (2.38)
iβHy =−iωε0εrEz, (2.39)
Transverse magnetic (TM) components are Eqs. (2.35), (2.37) and (2.39) since Ex,Ez and Hy 6= 0,
can be reduced [17]
Ex =−i 1ωε0εr
∂Hy
∂ z
, (2.40)
Ez =− βωε0εrHy, (2.41)
by substituting Eq. (2.41) into (2.30), the wave equation for TM mode is derived
∂ 2Hy
∂ z2
+
(
k20εr−β 2
)
Hy = 0, (2.42)
in the same way, transverse electric (TE) components can be reduced
Hx = i
1
ωµ0
∂Ey
∂ z
, (2.43)
Hz =
β
ωµ0
Ey, (2.44)
the wave equation for TE mode is
∂ 2Ey
∂ z2
+
(
k20εr−β 2
)
Ey = 0. (2.45)
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Figure 2.5 shows interface of two different layer. The TE surface mode can be calculated from
Eqs. (2.43), (2.44) and (2.45). In Medium 1 (z> 0)
Ey(z) = a1eikxx−kdz,
ωµ0Hx(z) =−ia1kdeikxx−kdz,
ωµ0Hz(z) = a1kxeikxx−kdz,
(2.46)
In Medium 2 (z< 0)
Ey(z) = a2eikxx+kmz,
ωµ0Hx(z) = ia2kmeikxx+kmz,
ωµ0Hz(z) = a2kxeikxx+kmz,
(2.47)
the continuity of components Ey and Hx at the interface results in
a1kd +a1km = 0,
a2kd +a2km = 0,
(2.48)
the confinement of the SPP requires decaying field conditions
Re{kd}> 0, Re{km}> 0, (2.49)
leads into the conclusion
a1 = a2 = 0, (2.50)
Medium 2    εm
Medium 1    εd 
z
xy
Figure 2.5: A planar interface between two different mediums.
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that TE mode never contributes to the SPP excitation.
The TM surface mode can be calculated from Eqs. (2.40), (2.41) and (2.42) in the same way.
In Medium 1 (z> 0)
Hy(z) = b1eikxx−kdz, (2.51)
ωεdEx(z) = ib1kdeikxx−kdz, (2.52)
ωεdEz(z) =−b1kxeikxx−kdz, (2.53)
In Medium 2 (z< 0)
Hy(z) = b2eikxx+kmz, (2.54)
ωεmEx(z) =−ib2kmeikxx+kmz, (2.55)
ωεmEz(z) =−b2kxeikxx+kmz, (2.56)
the continuity of components Hy and Ex at the interface results in
b1e−kdz = b2ekmz,
b1kd
εd
e−kdz =−b2km
εm
ekmz,
(2.57)
from the combination of Eqs. (2.57)
kd
km
=− εd
εm
, (2.58)
by assuming b1 = b2 6= 0.
Eq. (2.58) is the constraint condition for a SPP mode at an interface. From this condition, real
part of εd or εm must be negative (which is the property of metal) since the Eq. (2.49) required to
be satisfied. This concludes one of the medium must be metal for SPP excitation.
By substituting Eqs. (2.51) and (2.54) into (2.42)
k2d = k
2
x − k20εd,
k2m = k
2
x − k20εm,
(2.59)
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by substituting Eqs. (2.59) into (2.58)
kd
km
=− εd
εm
=
√
k2x − k20εd
k2x − k20εm
,
ε2mk
2
x − k20εdε2m = ε2dk2x − k20εmε2d ,(
ε2m− ε2d
)
k2x =−k20εmε2d + k20εdε2m,
k2x = k
2
0
(
εmεd
εm+ εd
)
,
(2.60)
the propagation constant of the SPP mode, also known as dispersion relation between the metallic
and dielectric media is given by [18]
kx = β =
2pi
λ0
√
εmεd
εm+ εd
. (2.61)
A plot of dispersion relation (Eq. (2.61)) is presented in Figure 2.6(a). Dotted line (red) is ‘light
in air’, solid line (blue) is ‘light in prism’. They can be expressed as
kx(air) =
ω
c
, kx(prism) =
ω
c
√
εd sinθ , (2.62)
respectively. The dash-single dotted line (yellow) is ‘dispersion relation between prism-Ag’,
dashed line (purple) is ‘dispersion relation between air-Ag’. As the incident angle increase, the
slope of ‘light in prism’ will decrease and start to make intersection with ‘air-Ag’. SPP will be
excited at this intersection, since this point is where the wave vectors are matched under the same
wavelength of light. Incident angle at the intersection can be calculated from Eqs. (2.61) and (2.62)
θ = arcsin
(√
εm
εd(εm+1)
)
, (2.63)
which is called plasmonic angle. Figure 2.6(b) shows the intersection at the wavelength of 1550
nm and plasmonic angle from Eq. (2.63) is 44°.
A detailed MATLAB simulation code of the dispersion plot is provided in Appendix C.1.
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Figure 2.6: (a) A dispersion relation of SPP at the interface of 100 nm Ag and fused silica
prism. The wavelength at 1550 nm and incident angle at 44° when 0° is vertical to the inter-
face. SPP will be excited at the intersection of solid line (blue) and dashed line (purple). (b)
Enlarged intersection part.
2.4. Reflectance of Surface Plasmon Polaritons
Section 2.3 derived and plotted dispersion relation of SPP. However, it does not tell us how much
power is converted into the SPP. By calculating reflectance and transmittance of the system, plas-
monic effect can also be simulated. Reflectance and transmittance can be calculated by Fresnel
equations. Advantage of this method is that every layer specification such as airgap thickness can
be included and power of SPP can be estimated. At the plasmonic angle, reflected power will be
minimized. Light transmitted through the bulk metal will be always zero. Absorbed power can
be calculated by subtracting reflected and transmitted power from total power. It will show peak
power at the plasmonic angle, it is considered as a power of SPP by energy conservation rule.
The reflection geometry is shown in Figure 2.7. The ratio of the reflected to the incident optical
power is given by [19]
R=
∣∣∣∣ r12 + r23e−2kd1+ r12r23e−2kd
∣∣∣∣2 , (2.64)
where the Fresnel reflection amplitude coefficients, with the 12 and 23 subscripts for the prism-
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θ2
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Figure 2.7: Reflection geometry for a thin metal film between a prism and air.
metal and metal-air boundaries, respectively,
r12 =
√
ε cosθ1−ncosθ2√
ε cosθ1 +ncosθ2
,
r23 =
cosθ2−
√
ε cosθ3
cosθ2 +
√
ε cosθ3
,
(2.65)
and absorption coefficient
k =−i
(ω
c
)√
ε−n2 sin2θ1. (2.66)
Figure 2.8 shows reflected, transmitted and absorbed power with respect to incident angle. This
simulation represents highest absorption at the airgap of 650 nm and 44° of incident angle. Metal
thickness doesn’t affect to the result if it over 60 nm. To secure 650 nm of airgap, thickness of
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Figure 2.8: Reflection, transmission and absorption of fused silica prism - airgap (650 nm) -
metal (Ag 100 nm) - substrate (SiO2) layer at: (a) p polarization; (b) s polarization.
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spacers must be 750 nm since metal thin film has thickness of 100 nm. The calculation is performed
based on the Eq. (2.64). Detailed MATLAB code of the calculation is provided in Appendix C.2.
2.5. SPP Coupler
A suggested schematic for SPP coupler is presented in Figure 2.9. In this configuration, p-
polarized incident light will produce evanescent wave from total internal reflection (TIR); and
this will excite SPP at the interface of air-Ag [20]. They will be propagated in all direction, a
portion of them will be coupled into Si waveguide through its vertical input face. Since the airgap
is very important factor to excite SPP, two Si spacers are built on both sides of Ag so that the prism
can sit on the spacers. This will allow for a constant airgap between the Ag and the bottom of
prism. The height of the spacers is the same with Si waveguide.
SOI BOX Layer (SiO2)
Taper & Waveguide (Si)
Prism
Incident beam (TM)
Air gap SPP
Metal (Ag)
Spacer
(a)
SOI BOX Layer (SiO2)
Waveguide (Si)Metal (Ag)
SPP
Spacer (Si)
Spacer (Si)
Taper (Si)
(b)
Figure 2.9: Designed SPP coupler structure. (a) Side view; and (b) top view.
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3. SIMULATION
3.1. Finding Optimum Value of Airgap and Incident Angle
Lumerical finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation is performed to calculate and compare
the reflection property of designed geometry with MATLAB calculation (Figure 2.8). Figure 3.1
shows reflected and transmitted power with respect to incident angle. This simulation represents
lowest reflection at the airgap of 650 nm and 44° of incident angle. Metal thickness does not affect
the result if it is greater than 60 nm. To secure 650 nm of airgap, the thickness of the spacers must
be 750 nm since metal thin film has 100 nm of thickness.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Reflection and transmission of fused silica prism - airgap (650 nm) - metal (Ag
100 nm) - substrate (SiO2) layer at: (a) p polarization; (b) s polarization.
3.2. FDTD Total Structure Simulation
FDTD simulation is performed (Figures 3.2 and 3.3) to cross check the geometry determined in
Section 3.1. Normalized power in the waveguide is simulated with respect to different waveguide,
airgap and metal thicknesses. The black dashed line in Figure 3.3 represents where the thickness
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of metal plus airgap is the same with thickness of Si structure. Based on the result, the thickness
of metal is not a critical factor and 50% of power can be coupled into the waveguide at an airgap
thickness of 650 nm. Frames of FDTD simulated graphical E-field propagation are presented in
Figure 3.4. Design parameters for the simulation are as follows: wavelength 1550 nm, incident
angle 44°, airgap 650 nm, metal thickness 100 nm, waveguide thickness 750 nm as well as spacers.
It represents how the light field and SPP is propagated into the waveguide for the determined
geometry.
Prism 
(Fused Silica)
Airgap
BOX (SiO2)
Waveguide (Si)
Metal (Ag)
Air
Substrate (Si)
Light Source (TM)
Power Meter
Figure 3.2: FDTD simulation region.
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Figure 3.3: Light transmission for various metal (Ag) thickness of: (a) and (b) 50 nm; (c) and
(d) 100 nm; (e) and (f) 300 nm. (b), (d) and (f) is cross section following black dashed line of
(a), (c) and (e), respectively.
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Fused Silica 
(Prism)
Airgap
SiO2 (BOX)
Si waveguide
Ag
Air
Si (Substrate)
(a)
Fused Silica 
(Prism)
Airgap
SiO2 (BOX)
Si waveguide
Ag
Air
Si (Substrate)
(b)
Fused Silica 
(Prism)
Airgap
SiO2 (BOX)
Si waveguide
Ag
Air
Si (Substrate)
(c)
Fused Silica 
(Prism)
Airgap
SiO2 (BOX)
Si waveguide
Ag
Air
Si (Substrate)
(d)
Fused Silica 
(Prism)
Airgap
SiO2 (BOX)
Si waveguide
Ag
Air
Si (Substrate)
(e)
Fused Silica 
(Prism)
Airgap
SiO2 (BOX)
Si waveguide
Ag
Air
Si (Substrate)
(f)
Figure 3.4: Frames of E-field propagation snapshots. (a) Incoming field at an angle of 44°.
(b) SPP excitation. (c) (d) and (e) Field coupled into the waveguide. (f) 50% of the field is
coupled to the waveguide.
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4. FABRICATION
The designed structure in Chapter 3 is fabricated on an silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer in the RHIT
cleanroom. The fabrication process flow is presented in Figure 4.1. This chapter demonstrates each
step of fabrication process from mask design to fabrication result.
RCA clean 
and 
HF dip 
Lithography
with
negative PR
Develop
XeF2 
etching  
Plasma
ashing
Lithography
with  
positive PR
Develop Agsputtering Lift-off
Figure 4.1: Simplified fabrication process flow.
4.1. Mask Design
Two masks are designed for Si and Ag structure (Figure 4.2). Also, various branches of devices
are designed on the mask for the future research. Each branch is defined with following naming
format
Device type−Taper type−Waveguide type(−Metal f ilm type)
Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show options of each type.
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 list all device branches designed on the mask.
Mask Pattern of A-TX-X
A Klayout mask pattern is presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Detailed dimensions are given in
Table 4.7.
Final mask patterns and position of each devices are shown in Figure 4.5.
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Table 4.1: Device type.
Device type Description
A Basic type
B Y-branch included
C MZI included
D Metal between waveguides
E Y-branch with separated input
F Star coupler included
G Ring structure 1
H Ring structure 2
The rest of device types are provided in Appendix A.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Mask for the: (a) Si structure (Mask #1); (b) Ag structure (Mask #2).
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Table 4.2: Input taper type.
Taper type Taper angle (degree)
NT No taper structure
TA 10
TB 6
TC 2
Table 4.3: Waveguide type.
Waveguide type Waveguide width (µm)
A 10
B 4
C 100
Table 4.4: Metal film type.
Metal film type Metal film width (µm)
Default 600
50 50
100 100
200 200
400 400
4.2. Wafer Preprocessing
The SOI wafer consists of an Si device layer, buried oxide (BOX) layer, and substrate. The device
layer is where the structures are going to be fabricated. Before building the structure, the device
layer must be reduced to 750 nm since the desired thickness of the device is 750 nm (Figure 4.6).
The thickness of the Si layer can be reduced by repeating oxidation and hydrofluoric (HF) etching
(Figure 4.7). The deal-grove model (Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2)) describes the relationship between oxide
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Table 4.5: Device type A on the mask.
Device type Taper type Waveguide type Metal pad type
A NT A
B
C
C 50
100
200
400
TA A
B
C
TB A
B
C
TC A
B
C
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Table 4.6: Device type B to H on the mask.
Device type Taper type Waveguide type Metal pad type
B NT A
B
C
C NT A
B
C
D NT A
B
C
E NT A
B
C
F NT A
B
C
G NT A
B
C
H NT A
B
C
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Table 4.7: Dimension of A-TX-X.
Waveguide type a (µm) Taper type c (degree)
A 10 TA 10
B 4 TB 6
C 100 TC 2
4250
1150
a
700600
10000
3000
100
10˚
600
Si
Ag
Figure 4.3: Geometry and dimensions of A-TA-X. Units in micron.
4250
1150
a700600
22000
3000
100
c˚
600
Figure 4.4: Geometry and dimensions of A-TB-X and A-TC-X. Units in micron.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: Designed mask: (a) pattern; and (b) device types.
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Top Si layer (750 ± 200 nm) 
Buried Oxide layer (1075 nm)
Substrate Si
Top Si layer (2200 ± 200 nm) 
Buried Oxide layer (1075 nm)
Substrate Si
Figure 4.6: SOI wafer initial and target characteristics.
Oxide
Si 
Oxide
xox 
xsi 
Oxidation 
Si 
HF etching 
Si 
Figure 4.7: Si thinning process.
thickness and oxidation time [21],
xox =
A
2
(
−1+
√
4B
A2
(t+ τ)+1
)
, (4.1)
τ =
x2i
B
+
A
B
xi, xsi = 0.46xox, (4.2)
where t is the oxidation time, A and B are temperature dependent constants and τ is a parameter
that depends on the initial oxide thickness xi. A and B of the furnace (Figure 4.24(a)) must be
calculated to predict oxide thickness from the Deal-Grove model. By substituting Eq. (4.2) to (4.1),
X︷ ︸︸ ︷[
xox− xi t
] Z︷ ︸︸ ︷ A
−B
= Y︷ ︸︸ ︷−x2ox+ x2i , (4.3)
Z can be estimated by pseudo inverse matrix method,
Z =
(
XTX
)−1
XTY . (4.4)
The initial SOI wafer and its Si thickness map is presented in Figure 4.8. Si thickness is mea-
sured by thin film measurement system. Multiple oxidation and HF etching are performed on SOI
wafer to collect data (Table 4.8). Based on the data, A and B are calculated from Eq. (4.4)
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Table 4.8: 6 data sets from 6 times of oxidation and HF etching.
t (hr) xox (nm) xi (Native oxide, nm)
0.992 291.80 1
1.194 319.91 1
0.694 207.50 1
1.933 431.70 1
3.001 609.11 1
1.503 369.89 1
A= 0.548 µm, B= 0.230 µm2/hr,
Eq. (4.1) with above numbers and measured data are plotted together in Figure 4.9 as well as the
R-squared value. With this A and B, an R-squared value of 0.9944 is achieved. 1.0 represents no
error between fit and data. Thus the Si thickness can be controlled by manipulating oxidation time.
The final Si thickness map is shown in Figure 4.10. The average Si device layer thickness reached
is 742.8 nm, which is very close to 750 nm.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: (a) Initial SOI wafer; and (b) Si thickness map. Mean: 2120.5 nm, Std: 105.8 nm.
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Figure 4.9: (Left) Deal-Grove curve and (Right) linear regression line for R-squared calcula-
tion.
Figure 4.10: Final Si thickness map. Mean: 742.8 nm, Std: 75.5 nm.
4.3. Fabrication of Si Structure
RCA cleaning is performed to remove organic, ionic contamination. After being rinsed with deion-
ized (DI) water, dried with spinner and nitrogen gas, dip the wafer in HF for 1 minute to remove
native oxide. The HF used is buffered oxide etch (BOE), with an etch rate of 1.3 nm/s. Again, it is
rinsed with acetone, methanol, isopropyl alcohol and DI water, and dried.
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Fabrication process for Si structure is demonstrated in Figure 4.11.
4.3.1. Lithography
The wafer is prebaked for 60 seconds at 110°C on a hotplate to eliminate the leftover moisture.
After cooling the wafer down with nitrogen gas, 5 ml of an image reversal photoresist (PR) “AZ
5214 E” is spread on the entire wafer. Spinner recipe “AZ 5214, 1.4um - new” gives 1.4 µm
thickness of PR with spin speed of maximum 4000 rpm. No particles are allowed on the wafer
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.11: Fabrication process of Si structure. (a) PR spin. (b) Lithography and develop-
ment. (c) Si etching. (d) PR removal with plasma ashing.
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before spin PR. Also, PR is placed under the ventilation hood at room temperature for 5 minutes
before it is warmed.
After spinning, the wafer is soft baked for 50 seconds at 110°C on hotplate. The wafer is
mounted on lithography system (Figure 4.24(b)) as well as the mask #1 (Figure 4.2(a)). After 1.5
seconds of first exposure, a reversal bake is performed for 2 minutes at 120°C on hotplate, which
is the most critical step since it determines whether the PR will be negative or positive.
After reversal bake, the mask is removed from the lithography machine and the wafer is mounted
for flood exposure for 16 seconds.
The wafer is hand developed with “Microposit 351” developer (1 part developer to 3 part DI
water). The pattern appeared in 10 seconds. Developing process is stopped right after we ob-
served color change stop and dipped the wafer into DI water. This process must be done carefully;
otherwise, it will be over-developed, and the Si structure will be damaged after etching.
After development, the wafer is carefully rinsed with DI water and dried with spinner. Post
bake is performed for 50 seconds at 120°C on hotplate. The result of this section is presented in
Figure 4.12.
4.3.2. XeF2 Etching
The post baked wafer is mounted on XeF2 Si etching system (Figure 4.24(c)). Etching is performed
until the oxide layer is observed. The machine setting is 17 cycles, 5 seconds per cycle, XeF2 gas
3.0 Torr, nitrogen gas 0.8 Torr with advanced normal option. The etch rate is about 43 nm/cycle.
This step must be processed carefully otherwise Si will be over or under-etched, and it will affect
to the quality of structure. The result of this section is presented in Figure 4.13.
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595.28 ± 1.06 um
(a)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(b)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(c)
5.32 ± 1.67 um
(d)
Figure 4.12: Optical microscopic image of devices after lithography section. (a) 2.5× Taper
type C - waveguide type B, taper input. (b) 20× Taper type C - waveguide type B, taper
output. (c) 20× Star coupler - waveguide type B. (d) 40× Y branch - waveguide type B.
4.3.3. Plasma Ashing
Oxygen plasma ashing (Figure 4.24(d)) is performed to remove the mask PR on Si structure. The
recipe, “20 minutes high energy” is an effective way of removing post baked AZ 5214 PR. The
fabricated Si structure is presented in Figure 4.14.
4.4. Fabrication of Ag Structure
The wafer is rinsed with acetone, methanol, isopropyl alcohol and DI water, dried with spinner.
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595.28 ± 1.06 um
(a)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(b)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(c)
5.32 ± 1.67 um
(d)
Figure 4.13: Optical microscopic image of devices after XeF2 etching section. (a) 2.5× Taper
type C - waveguide type B, taper input. (b) 20× Taper type C - waveguide type B, taper
output. (c) 20× Star coupler - waveguide type B. (d) 40× Y branch - waveguide type B.
Fabrication process for Ag structure is demonstrated in Figure 4.15.
4.4.1. Lithography
The wafer is prebaked for 60 seconds at 110°C on hotplate to eliminate leftover moisture. After
cooling the wafer down with nitrogen gas, 5 ml of a positive PR “SPR 3622” is spread on entire
wafer. Spinner recipe “SPR3622 2um k” is used to coat PR with spin speed of maximum 5500
rpm. No particles are allowed on the wafer before spin PR. Also, PR is placed under the ventilation
hood at room temperature for 5 minutes before it is warmed.
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595.28 ± 1.06 um
(a)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(b)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(c)
5.32 ± 1.67 um
(d)
Figure 4.14: Optical microscopic image of fabricated Si structure. (a) 2.5× Taper type C -
waveguide type B, taper input. (b) 20× Taper type C - waveguide type B, taper output. (c)
20× Star coupler - waveguide type B. (d) 40× Y branch - waveguide type B.
After spinning, the wafer is soft baked for 60 seconds at 90°C on hotplate. The wafer is mounted
on a lithography system as well as the mask #2 (Figure 4.2(b)). The alignment mark both on mask
and wafer must be matched so that Ag structure can be fabricated on right position. After 3 seconds
of align&exposure, a post exposure bake is performed for 60 seconds at 110°C on hotplate.
The wafer is machine developed with “Microposit 351” developer (1 part developer to 3 part
DI water). The recipe “SRK 100MJ 1K SPIN DRY” was not enough for my application, so hand
developed for 10 seconds more after machine development. Residual PR due to under development
caused adhesion problem between Ag and oxide (Figure 4.16). By additional hand developing,
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.15: Fabrication process of Ag structure. (a) PR spin. (b) Lithography and develop-
ment. (c) Ag sputtering. (d) Lift-off.
effect of residual PR could be eliminated.
After development, the wafer is carefully rinsed with DI water and dried. Post bake is per-
formed for 2 minutes at 110°C on hotplate. The result of this section is presented in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.16: Effect of residual PR. Silver structure is damaged due to low adhesion between
Ag and oxide.
4.4.2. Sputtering
The calibration factor of sputtering machine (Figure 4.24(e)) is calculated (Table 4.9). Silver is
sputtered on Si wafer, the film thickness measured from crystal monitor was 109.8 nm and the
average thickness measured with ellipsometer was 122.3 nm. The calibration factor can be calcu-
lated:
Calibration f actor =
Target
Average
=
109.8
122.3
≈ 0.9. (4.5)
The wafer is mounted in sputtering machine and Ag is sputtered with target thickness of 90 nm
since desired thickness is 100 nm.
Table 4.9: Target thickness and ellipsometer measurements.
Target thickness #1 #2 #3 #4 Average
109.8 nm 129.8 nm 122.7 nm 112.8 nm 124.0 nm 122.3 nm
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595.28 ± 1.06 um
(a)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(b)
3.99 ± 1.33 um 
(c)
5.32 ± 1.67 um
(d)
Figure 4.17: Optical microscopic image of devices after lithography section. (a) 2.5× Taper
type C - waveguide type B, taper input. (b) 20× Taper type C - waveguide type B, taper
output. (c) 20× Star coupler - waveguide type B. (d) 40× Y branch - waveguide type B.
4.4.3. Lift-off
This is the last step of fabrication. The wafer is ultrasonically cleaned with acetone until no Ag
is observed except the structures, and this process took about 15 minutes. After rinsing with ace-
tone, methanol and DI water, again, ultrasonic clean is performed with new beaker and acetone to
properly remove leftover Ag particles from the first clean. The wafer is rinsed again with acetone,
methanol, DI water and dried. The fabricated device is presented in Figure 4.18.
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595.28 ± 1.06 um
(a)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(b)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(c)
5.32 ± 1.67 um
(d)
Figure 4.18: Optical microscopic image of fabricated devices. (a) 2.5× Taper type C - waveg-
uide type B, taper input. (b) 20× Taper type C - waveguide type B, taper output. (c) 20×
Star coupler - waveguide type B. (d) 40× Y branch - waveguide type B.
4.5. Wafer Dicing
This step can be easily underestimated but is critical since it determines whether piece of wafer
will be valuable or not. The dicing machine (Figure 4.24(f)) must be carefully aligned to the end
of waveguide so that output can be measured by butt coupling method. DI water must be sprayed
during the cutting process so as not to dry Si particles on the wafer. The particles from dicing
process were not eliminated once they dried up (Figure 4.19). The wafer must be dipped into the
DI water right after cutting and ultrasonically cleaned with acetone. This way, the cleanness of the
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devices could be maintained. The wafer is carefully rinsed with acetone, methanol, DI water and
dried, and then, cleaved (Figure 4.20). The image after cutting process is shown in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.19: Particles from wafer dicing.
25.25 mm
23 mm
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
Reserved
Figure 4.20: Diced and tagged SOI wafer.
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595.28 ± 1.06 um
(a)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(b)
3.99 ± 1.33 um
(c)
5.32 ± 1.67 um
(d)
Figure 4.21: Optical microscopic image of final devices. (a) 2.5× Taper type C - waveguide
type B, taper input. (b) 20× Taper type C - waveguide type B, taper output. (c) 20× Star
coupler - waveguide type B. (d) 40× Y branch - waveguide type B.
4.6. Fabrication Result
Every A-TX-X type device are inspected under optical microscope. The rest of devices are for
further research. Due to non-uniformity of SOI wafer and XeF2 etching, devices located at the
edge of the wafer show the bad quality of Si structure (Figure 4.22). However, some high quality
devices are located from center of the wafer (Figure 4.23).
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Figure 4.22: Examples of damaged Si structure.
Figure 4.23: A-TX-X devices. The best quality devices (red): 15, 16, 17, 22, 23; Good quality
devices (yellow): 1, 2, 4, 10, 11, 12, 14, 28; bad Si structure for the rest numbers. The quality
of structure is determined by optical microscope. Severe defect on Si and its sidewall as bad,
uneven sidewall as good, no defect with smooth sidewall as the best quality structure.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.24: (a) Oxidation furnace for wafer thinning process. (b) SUSSMICROTEC Co.
Mask aligner MJB4 lithography system. (c) XACTIX (SPTS) XeF2 silicon etching system.
(d) TEPLA M4L Oxygen plasma asher. (e) The sputtering system. Used for Ag deposition.
(f) DISCO DAD-2H/5 Wafer dicing machine.
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5. EXPERIMENT
5.1. Prism Stage Design
The prism used was a UV fused silica right angle prism (PS605) from THORLABS. Dimension
of the prism was 3× 3× 3 mm. The most challenging part of this project is experimental setup.
Special setup were designed to locate and contact this small prism on the wafer and align input
beam.
The prism mount is designed and printed with 3D printer (Figure 5.1(a)). This part holds the
prism and is compatible with MELLES GRIOT integral x-y-z translation stage so that the prism
can be controlled in-plane and vertical directions. Also, the vacuum stage is designed and made of
aluminum (Figure 5.1(b)). This part can hold the wafer sample with vacuum, and the translation
stage can be mounted. Detailed drawing of the parts are provided in Appendix B. The assembled
prism stage is shown in Figure 5.2. The prism is mounted in the prism mount and the prism
mount is mounted on the translation stage. The wafer piece is held by vacuum stage, and the
translation stage is mounted on the vacuum stage. The prism can be moved by the translation
Place for prism
(a)
Vacuum hole
(b)
Figure 5.1: Designed parts of: (a) prism mount; (b) vacuum stage.
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Wafer
Prism
Figure 5.2: Assembled prism stage including translation stage and wafer sample.
stage to the correct position (Figure 5.3), and can be lowered to make contact with device on wafer
(Figure 5.4).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Top view of prism stage. In-plain movement: (a) at origin; (b) above device.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Side view of prism stage. Vertical movement: (a) at origin; (b) in contact.
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5.2. Experimental Setup
The block diagram of experimental setup is presented in Figure 5.5. The laser controller (Fig-
ure 5.8(a)), which controls the fiber laser module; and output current, is set to 100 mA. A 1550 nm
fiber laser (Figure 5.8(b)) is p-polarized by a polarization controller (Figure 5.8(c)) and connected
to the collimator (Figure 5.8(d)) by polarization maintaining (PM) fiber to sustain polarization [13].
By manipulating polarization controller and measuring the beam after collimator with additional
polarizer (Figure 5.8(e)) and detector, the beam is p-polarized.
1550 nm 
Fiber Laser 
Polarization 
Controller 
Fiber
Collimator 
Prism 
& 
Device 
Detector LaserController
PM
Figure 5.5: Experimental setup block diagram.
The prism and wafer is mounted on the prism stage as explained in Section 5.1. Also the prism
is located on the device and makes contact with it. The top and side view camera image is presented
in Figure 5.6. The input beam is switched to HeNe laser (Figure 5.8(f)), which makes alignment
easier since the beam is visible. The beam is placed inside of the prism, and switched back to
original light source. The measurement is performed by manipulating the position of the beam and
output detector at each incident angle. Top and side view of aligned output detector are shown in
Figure 5.7. Once the light was detected, the position of detector was fixed at the highest power and
played with only incident angle and position of the beam. The full experimental setup is shown in
Figure 5.9.
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Prism
Metal structure
Spacer
Taper
(a)
Prism
Wafer
(b)
Figure 5.6: Camera view of prism from: (a) top; (b) side.
Lens Fiber
Wafer
Waveguide
(a)
Lens FiberWafer
(b)
Figure 5.7: Camera view of the Si waveguide output to a lensed fiber. (a) Top view; (b) side
view.
5.3. Data Correction
The measurement result from the setup (Figure 5.9) must be corrected to achieve accurate results.
Geometry of the prism is shown in Figure 5.10. Light intensity I1 can be calculated
I1 = (1−Rp,s) I, (5.1)
where Rp,s is Fresnel coefficient for TM and TE mode, respectively.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.8: (a) ILX LIGHTWAVE LDC-3900 Modular Laser Diode Controller. (b) ILX
LIGHTWAVE LDM-4980 Series Laser Diode Mount with ALCATEL 1905 CW Laser
Module. (c) GENERAL PHOTONICS PolaRITETM Polarization Controller. (d) OZ OP-
TICS LPC-06-1550-8/125-P-0.4-1.81GR-55-3A-1-1 Collimator with PM fiber. (e) MELLES
GRIOT Polarizer. (f) MELLES GRIOT HeNe Laser.
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Figure 5.9: Full experimental setup.
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The incident angle inside the prism θp is
θp = θ2 +45°,
θ2 = arcsin
(
1
np
sinθ1
)
,
(5.2)
where np is the refractive index of the prism.
Light intensity I1 and incident angle θp are calculated from raw input data I and θ1 to properly
compare results with simulation.
I
I1
θp
θ2θ1
45˚ 
Figure 5.10: Geometry of the prism with incident beam. I: incident beam intensity, I1: beam
intensity inside the prism, θ1: angle of incidence, θ2: angle of transmission, θp: incident angle
inside the prism.
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6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Every available device was tested. Output power was measured from device number 22, shown in
Figure 4.23. The output light was measured with both InGaAs detector (Figure 6.1(a)) and lensed
fiber (Figure 6.1(b)). The results are discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Output measurement methods: (a) THORLABS PDA255 High speed amplified
InGaAs detector; (b) CORNING OPTIFOUS lensed fiber.
6.1. Measurement with Detector
The power of output light Io was measured and the ratio Io/I1 was plotted with respect to the
incident angle θp (Figure 6.2). Maximum transmittance of 29% and 5% was observed for p and s
polarization at 44° of incident angle, respectively. For s polarization, theoretically, transmittance
must be zero since SPP is excited only by p-polarized light. A leakage light or not perfectly
polarized light could be possible reasons of 5% s-polarized light power. Detailed experimental
data is provided in Appendix D.
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Figure 6.2: Output measured with detector: (a) transmittance (Io/I1) vs. Incident angle (θp);
(b) represented with dB scale.
6.2. Measurement with Lensed Fiber
The experiment was performed in the same way as Sections 6.1. Maximum transmittance of 10%
and 0.2% was observed for p and s polarization at 44° of incident angle, respectively (Figure 6.3).
Loss of p polarization is increased (5 dB) however, loss of s-polarized light is significantly in-
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Figure 6.3: Output measured with lens fiber and optical multimeter: (a) transmittance (Io/I1)
vs. Incident angle (θp); (b) represented with dB scale.
creased (13 dB). This result was considered to be more accurate, since the active area of the detec-
tor is 0.8 mm2 and it is big enough to collect noise. The radius of the lensed fiber is 227±2 µm.
Figure 6.4 represents output power with respect to the input power for the same experimental
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Figure 6.4: Output vs. Input power. Measured with lens fiber and optical multimeter at
wavelength of 1550 nm and incident angle of 44°. (a) mW; (b) dBm.
setup. About 10 dB loss for p-polarized light, 26 dB loss for s-polarized light was observed.
Figure 6.5(a) shows frequency (wavelength) response of the system for the same setup. Erbium
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) (Figure 6.6(a)) is used as input source. Lensed fiber is connected
to optical spectrum analyzer (Figure 6.6(b)) for output spectrum measurement. The graph shows
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constant loss of 10.5 dB for the wavelength range of 1540.5 to 1580.5 nm. Power spectrum of
input source and output is presented in Figure 6.5(b).
Detailed experimental data is provided in Appendix D.
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Figure 6.5: Power spectrum of p-polarized light at the incident angle of 44°. (a) Wavelength
response of the system (dB). (b) Input source and output power spectrum (dBm).
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: Spectrum measurement for: (a) input source, IPG PHOTONICS EAD-500-CL
Erbium doped fiber amplifier; (b) output analyzer, ANRITSU MS9710B Optical spectrum
analyzer.
6.3. Characterization of SPP Coupler
For p polarization, about 10% of transmission is a reasonable result since the sidewall loss and
coupling loss from waveguide to detector are not accounted for in the simulation result. However,
the most critical reason could be due to an error of airgap thickness. Spacers are introduced to
secure a 650 nm thickness of airgap, but the parasitic tilt of the mechanical setup could make the
situation worse, which means, in reality, the airgap could be thicker than designed. Also, the di-
electric function of Ag will not be the same with the model. To characterize the SPP coupler, the
experimental curve (Figure 6.3(a)) and the theoretical absorption curve (Figure 2.8(a)) are com-
pared. Three sweeping parameters (real and imaginary part of Ag index, airgap) were used since
they are considered to be the most dominant parameters of the system. Mean squared error (MSE)
of every cases are calculated, and the case of global minimum MSE is located as well as the pa-
rameters. When two curves match perfectly, the MSE will be zero. It is a straight forward method;
it takes a long time but is accurate. The best fit and corresponding simulation parameters are pre-
sented in Figure 6.7 and Table 6.1. Detailed MATLAB code of the fitting program is provided in
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Appendix C.3. Also, FDTD simulation is performed with updated parameters, and the simulation
predicted 30% light transmission. Frames of the FDTD simulated graphical E-field propagation is
also presented in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.7: Theoretical and experimental curve at lowest MSE of 0.000021.
Table 6.1: Simulation parameters of original and after fitting.
Refractive index of
Ag (real)
Refractive index of
Ag (imaginary)
Airgap thickness
(nm)
Original 0.2582 10.9 650
After fitting 0.0230 8.2 2600
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Figure 6.8: Frames of E-field propagation snapshots with updated geometry. (a) and (b) In-
coming field at an angle of 44°, (c) SPP excitation. (d) and (e) SPP coupled into the waveguide.
(f) 30% of the field is coupled to the waveguide.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
An SPP coupler was designed and fabricated using a standard cleanroom fabrication technique.
The input light, wavelength of 1550 nm, incident angle at 44±1°, excited the SPP field and was
propagated through the waveguide (width: 100 µm, height: 750 nm). The fabricated device showed
30%, 5% light transmission when measured by InGaAs detector and 10%, 0.2% by lensed fiber for
p- and s-polarized light, respectively. The reason of this large gap between detector and fiber is that
the detector has wider light collection area (0.8 mm2) than lensed fiber (radius of 227±2 µm). It is
considered that the detector collected light not only from the waveguide but also from the surface
of the wafer. This is the reason the first measurement shows 5% power for s polarization. Since TE
mode does not contribute for the SPP excitation, near zero power must be detected at the output.
The second measurement with lensed fiber collected light mostly from the waveguide, as shown by
the 0.2% power for s polarization. The FDTD simulation predicted 30% power transmission but
in reality, the system encountered various loss factors such as propagation loss, coupling loss, and
scattering loss from non-ideally fabricated structure. Moreover, mechanical error from the setup
must be counted as well. Nevertheless, the results demonstrated that the idea of SPP coupler was
valid and it can be a strong candidate of effective surface light couplers. Additionally, the design
was simple and cost effective.
From the experimental result with lensed fiber, wavelength response of the system showed
constant loss of 10.5±0.04 dB. The bump between 1530.5 to 1535.5 nm was considered as an
error and came from too low of an input source power. The lowest loss around specific wavelength
was expected, since the device was designed and simulated for 1550 nm. Also, if we assume the
system was not ideally fabricated, the optimum wavelength would exist somewhere else. However,
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the best performance region was not detected. One of the reasons could be from not enough source
bandwidth, so the optimum wavelength was out of window. Nevertheless, the system operated
over this wavelength range as well.
The spacer did not properly guarantee an airgap. After the fitting process, the airgap is estimated
about 2600 nm. One possible reason could be due to the fact that the prism mount was made of
plastic, a flexible material. The prism must be lowered to the proper level, not to give pressure to
the prism mount. Therefore, a higher resolution and depth of focus side view camera is necessary.
The next challenging part of the work is alignment of the setup. The polarization, position and
incident angle of the input beam, the position of the prism and device, and the position of lensed
fiber must be carefully aligned.
There are two problems that must be noted. The silver became optically thick when it was
thicker than 40-60 nm. What can be seen from this is that the ellipsometer does not work properly
for optically thick media. To calibrate the sputtering machine, a profilometer or atomic force
microscopy (AFM) must be used to measure silver film thickness. Also, if the PR is to be used for
lift-off, it must be treated with toluene or chlorobenzene so that the metal layer of different levels
does not connected to each other vertically.
7.1. Future Works
A possibility for future work is to enhance the SPP coupler model by 3D structure. To secure
specific airgap thickness, the spacers must be a specific height, and therefore waveguide must be
the same height. However, this problem can be solved by introducing 3D taper structure for the
input waveguide. The fabrication difficulties will be increased, but coupling efficiency will be
greatly improved since there will be less loss, and any dimension of waveguide will be available.
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APPENDICES
67
APPENDIX A - MASK PATTERNS
A-NT-X-X
Mask pattern and detailed dimensions are given in Figure A.1 and Table A.1, respectively.
4250
1150
a
700b
10000
3000
Si
Ag
Figure A.1: Geometry and dimensions of A-NT-X-X. Units in micron.
Table A.1: Dimension of A-NT-X-X.
Waveguide type a (µm) Metal film type b (µm)
A 10 Default 600
B 4 50 50
C 100 100 100
200 200
400 400
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B-NT-X
Mask pattern and detailed dimensions are given in Figure A.2 and Table A.2, respectively.
4250
1150
a
700600
10000
3000
c
b
d
301.6
Figure A.2: Geometry and dimensions of B-NT-X. Units in micron.
Table A.2: Dimension of B-NT-X.
Waveguide type a (µm) b (µm) c (µm) d (µm)
A 10 21.6 65 620
B 4 9.6 26 608
C 100 201.6 650 800
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C-NT-X
Mask pattern of this type of device is presented in Figure A.3. Detailed dimensions are the same
with B-NT-X.
4250
1150
700600
10000
3000
301.6
Figure A.3: Geometry and dimensions of C-NT-X. Units in micron.
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D-NT-X
Mask pattern and detailed dimensions are given in Figure A.4 and Table A.3, respectively.
4250
1150
700600
10000
3000
a
200
Figure A.4: Geometry and dimensions of D-NT-X. Units in micron.
Table A.3: Dimension of D-NT-X.
Waveguide type a (µm)
A 10
B 4
C 100
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E-NT-X
Mask pattern of this type of device is presented in Figure A.5. Detailed dimensions are given in
Table A.4 and dimensions of Y-branch is the same with B-NT-X.
4250
1150
700
100
10000
3000
a 301.6b
Figure A.5: Geometry and dimensions of E-NT-X. Units in micron.
Table A.4: Dimension of E-NT-X.
Waveguide type a (µm) b (µm)
A 10 95.8
B 4 98.8
C 100 50.8
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F-NT-X
Mask pattern and detailed dimensions are given in Figure A.6 and Table A.5, respectively.
4250
1150
700600
10000
3000
a
b
c
150d
−
1
20
𝑥2 + 5
Figure A.6: Geometry and dimensions of F-NT-X. Units in micron.
Table A.5: Dimension of F-NT-X.
Waveguide type a (µm) b (µm) c (µm) d (µm)
A 10 75 110 620
B 4 30 44 608
C 100 750 1100 800
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G-NT-X
Mask pattern and detailed dimensions are given in Figure A.7 and Table A.6, respectively.
4050
1000
600
b
a
500
1000
200
Radius = 1000
1150
Figure A.7: Geometry and dimensions of G-NT-X. Units in micron.
Table A.6: Dimension of G-NT-X.
Waveguide type a (µm) b (µm)
A 10 6120
B 4 6018
C 100 7650
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H-NT-X
Mask pattern and detailed dimensions are given in Figure A.8 and Table A.7, respectively.
4050
600
a
1000
200
Radius = 1000
1150
4250
Figure A.8: Geometry and dimensions of H-NT-X. Units in micron.
Table A.7: Dimension of H-NT-X.
Waveguide type a (µm)
A 10
B 4
C 100
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APPENDIX B - DRAWINGS
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Figure B.1: Drawing of prism mount part. Units in mm.
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Figure B.2: Drawing of vacuum stage part. Units in mm.
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APPENDIX C - MATLAB CODES
C.1. Dispersion Relation
1 % //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
2 % THIS CODE IS FOR CALCULATION OF DISPERSION RELATION OF SURFACE PLASMON
POLARITON AT METAL -DIELECTRIC
3 % AND METAL -AIR INTERFACES.
4 % JEONG ROK KIM
5 % 2018 -01 -11
6 % //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
7
8 clear
9
10 %% Program settings
11 Interpolation = true; % Perform Spline Interpolation. true(yes)/false(no)
12 Interpolation_rate = 20; % Higher than 1 is recommended
13 Plot_kind = "Freq"; % Select y-axis. AngularFreq/Freq , AngularFreq for
default
14
15 %% User inputs
16 % Incident angle at prism -metal interface (0 degree for normal incidence)
17 theta = 44.0673;
18
19 % Dielectric function of dielectric
20 %ed = 2.13843; % SiO2 at 500nm
21 %ed = 2.08514; % SiO2 at 1550nm
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22 ed = 1.444^2;
23
24 % Load data of dielectric function of metal
25 load(’ep_Ag_real_154 -1595 THz’);
26 load(’ep_Ag_imaginary_154 -1595 THz’);
27 % load(’ep_Au_real_154 -1595THz ’);
28 % load(’ep_Au_imaginary_154 -1595THz ’);
29
30 %% Calculations (DO NOT EDIT)
31 % Variable definitions
32 c = 3E8; % [m/s]
33 f = lum_figure_1.x0 *10^12; % [Hz]
34 w = 2*pi*f; % [rad/s]
35
36 % Define dielectric function of metal from loaded data
37 em_r = lum_figure_1.y0; % Real part of em
38 em_i = lum_figure_2.y0; % Imag part of em
39 em = em_r+1i*em_i; % Complex em
40
41 % Incident angle check
42 critical_angle = rad2deg(asin (1/ sqrt(ed))) % TIR critical angle at a
dielectric -air interface
43 if(theta <= critical_angle)
44 fprintf(’Warning , Incident angle must be higher than %f. Continue? (Y/
N) : ’, critical_angle);
45 L = input(’’,’s’);
46 if(L == ’N’ || L == ’n’), return; end
47 end
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48
49 % Bulk plasmon frequency
50 Ne = 0.46*5.858 e28; % number density of electron [m^-3]
51 e = 1.602e-19; % electric charge [C]
52 m = 9.11e-31; % effective mass [kg]
53 eo = 8.854e-12; % permittivity of free space [F/m]
54 wp = sqrt((Ne*e^2)/(m*eo)); % [rad/s]
55
56 % Perform interpolation
57 if(Interpolation)
58 ff = linspace(0,f(end),length(f)*Interpolation_rate);
59 em_r = interp1(f,em_r ,ff ,’spline ’);
60 em_i = interp1(f,em_i ,ff ,’spline ’);
61 f = ff;
62 w = 2*pi*f;
63 em = em_r+1i*em_i;
64 end
65
66 % Surface plamon frequency at dielectric -metal interface (Asymptotic
frequency)
67 wsp_dm = wp/sqrt (1+ed);
68
69 % Surface plamon frequency at air -metal interface (Asymptotic frequency)
70 wsp_am = wp/sqrt (1+1);
71
72 % Dispersion relation of light propagating through solid media
73 %kx_solid = sqrt((w.^2)-wp)./c;
74
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75 % Dispersion relation of surface plasmon modes at a dielectric -metal
interface
76 kx_dm = w.*sqrt((em*ed)./(em+ed))/c;
77
78 % Dispersion relation of surface plasmon modes at a air -metal interface
79 kx_am = w.*sqrt((em*1)./(em+1))/c;
80
81 % Light line in dielectric at an angle of incidence theta
82 kx_d = w*sqrt(ed)*sind(theta)/c;
83
84 % Light line in air
85 kx_a = w*sqrt (1)/c;
86
87 %% Plots
88 set(0,’defaultfigurecolor ’ ,[1 1 1]); % Make the background of plot white
89
90 % Y-axis setting for different plot kind
91 if(Plot_kind == "AngularFreq "), y = w;
92 elseif(Plot_kind == "Freq"), y = f;
93 else , fprintf(’Warning , inappropriate select for Plot_kind. Y-axis will be
Angular frequency as default. \n’); y = w; % default
94 end
95
96 % Plot dispersion relations
97 figure ();
98 plot(kx_d , y,’-’, kx_a , y,’:’, real(kx_dm), y,’-.’, real(kx_am), y,’--’);
%ylim ([1.924 1.932]*1 E14); xlim ([4.047 4.064]*1 E6);
99 ylim([y(1) y(end)]);
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100 title(’DISPERSION RELATION OF SURFACE PLASMON ’); xlabel(’Wave vector kx [m
^{-1}]’); grid on; hold on
101 % plot(imag(kx_dm), y,’:’, imag(kx_am), y,’:’);
102 % plot(kx_d , y)
103 % ylim([y(1) y(end)]); xlabel(’Wave vector kx [m^{-1}]’); grid on; hold on
104 % plot(kx_a , y,’--’)
105 % plot(real(kx_dm), y,’--’)
106 % plot(real(kx_am), y)
107
108 % Y-label setting for different plot kind
109 if(Plot_kind == "AngularFreq "), ylabel(’Angular frequency [rad/s]’);
110 elseif(Plot_kind == "Freq"), ylabel(’Frequency [Hz]’);
111 else , ylabel(’Angular frequency [rad/s]’);
112 end
113
114 % Plot asymptotic lines & legends
115 %plot ([0 5]*10^7 ,[ wsp_am wsp_am ]);
116 %plot ([0 5]*10^7 ,[ wsp_dm wsp_dm ]);
117 % legend(’Light in dielectric ’,’Light in air ’,’Dielectric -Metal ’,’Air -
Metal ’,’Asymptotic line for air ’,’Asymptotic line for dielectric ’,’
location ’,’Best ’);
118 % legend(’Light in dielectric ’,’Light in air ’,’Dielectric -Metal(Real)’,’
Air -Metal(Real)’,’Dielectric -Metal(Imag)’,’Air -Metal(Imag)’,’location
’,’Best ’);
119 legend(’Light in dielectric ’,’Light in air’,’Dielectric -Metal(Real)’,’Air -
Metal(Real)’,’location ’,’Best’);
120
121 %% Crossing point calculation (This works separatly)
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122 em_real = -116.843; % Real part of em at a specific wavelength
123 em_imag = 11.6819;
124 lam = 1550E-9; % [m]
125 em_ = em_real +1i*em_imag; % Complex em
126 ed_ = 1.444^2;
127 crossing_point_angle = rad2deg(asin(sqrt(em_real /(ed_*( em_real +1))))) %
Incident angle for a specific wavelength
128 kspp = sqrt((em_ *1)/(em_ +1))*2*pi/lam;
129 L = 1/(2* imag(kspp)); % propagation length [m]
130
131
132 % EOF
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C.2. Reflection, Transmission and Absorption
1 % //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
2 % THIS CODE IS FOR CALCULATION OF THE RATIO OF TM-REFLECTION AND TE-
REFLECTION WITH RESPECT TO
3 % AIR GAPS AND INCIDENT ANGLES IN OTTO CONFIGURATION AT FIXED WAVELENGTH.
4 % PRISM - AIRGAP - METAL - SIO2 - SI SUBSTRATE.
5 % JEONG ROK KIM
6 % 2018 -02 -07
7 % //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
8
9 clear
10 %% Plot setting
11 TE = ’on’ ; % ’on ’ / ’off ’
12 TM = ’on’ ; % ’on ’ / ’off ’
13 TEM = ’off’ ; % ’on ’ / ’off ’
14 MIN_REFLEC = ’on’ ; % ’on’ / ’off ’
15
16 %% User inputs
17 % % Kind of metal = Ag
18 nm_r = 0.25820 ; % Real index of metal
19 nm_i = 10.900 ; % Imaginary index of metal
20
21 % Convert epsilon to n & k
22 % nm_r = sqrt((sqrt(em_r .^2+ em_i .^2)+em_r)/2);
23 % nm_i = sqrt((sqrt(em_r .^2+ em_i .^2)-em_r)/2);
24
25 % Convert n & k to epsilon
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26 % em_r = nm_r^2-nm_i^2
27 % em_i = 2*nm_r*nm_i
28
29 % At the wavelength of
30 lambda = 1550; % Vacuum wavelength [nm]
31 % Complex index of metal
32 nm = nm_r+1i*nm_i; % The vector length of lambda and nm must be equal
33 % Thickness of metal
34 metal = 100; % [nm]
35
36 % Thickness of airgap
37 % airgap = 650 : 1000 : 6000; % [nm]
38 airgap = 650; % [nm]
39 % airgap = [650 ,3000 ,5000]; % [nm]
40
41 % Index of prism
42 np = 1.444;
43
44 % Angle of incidence [degrees]
45 % thetai = 20:0.02:60;
46 thetai = linspace (42 ,46 ,1010);
47
48 %% Constant definitions
49 n = [np, 1, nm, 1.444 , 3.476]; % Refractive index data , NaN for frequency
dependence
50 h = [NaN ,NaN ,metal ,1075 ,NaN]; % Film thicknesses in nm, equal in length to
n, start and end with NaN
51
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52 %% Calculations (DO NOT EDIT)
53 % MIN_FR_TE = zeros(1,length(airgap));
54 FR_TE = zeros(length(thetai),length(airgap));
55 FT_TE = zeros(length(thetai),length(airgap));
56 FA_TE = zeros(length(thetai),length(airgap));
57 % MIN_FR_TM = zeros(1,length(airgap));
58 FR_TM = zeros(length(thetai),length(airgap));
59 FT_TM = zeros(length(thetai),length(airgap));
60 FA_TM = zeros(length(thetai),length(airgap));
61
62 % TE calculation
63 pol = 0;
64 for b=1: length(airgap)
65 h(2) = airgap(b);
66 for a=1: length(thetai)
67 [FR_TE(a,b),FT_TE(a,b),FA_TE(a,b)] = Fresnel(lambda ,thetai(a),h,n,
pol);
68 end
69 % MIN_FR_TE(b) = min(FR_TE(:,b)); % Minimum TE calculation
70 end
71 disp(’TE calculation is done.’)
72
73 % TM calculation
74 pol = 1;
75 for b=1: length(airgap)
76 h(2) = airgap(b);
77 for a=1: length(thetai)
78 [FR_TM(a,b),FT_TM(a,b),FA_TM(a,b)] = Fresnel(lambda ,thetai(a),h,n,
87
pol);
79 end
80 % MIN_FR_TM(b) = min(FR_TM(:,b)); % Minimum TM calculation
81 end
82 disp(’TM calculation is done. Plotting the results ...’)
83
84 % Minimum TM/TE ratio calculation
85 FR_ratio = FR_TM ./FR_TE;
86 MIN_ratio = zeros(1,length(airgap));
87 for b=1: length(airgap)
88 MIN_ratio(b) = min(FR_ratio(:,b));
89 end
90
91 % TIR critical angle at a dielectric -air interface
92 critical_angle = rad2deg(asin (1/np));
93
94 %% Plots
95 set(0,’defaultfigurecolor ’ ,[1 1 1]); % Make the background of plot white
96
97 % Plot for TM
98 if strcmp(TM ,’on’)
99 figure;
100 hold on; grid on
101 plot(thetai ,FR_TM ,thetai ,FT_TM ,thetai ,FA_TM) % Reflection ratio
102 xlim([min(thetai),max(thetai)])
103 ylim ([0 1])
104 xlabel(’Incident angle [degrees]’)
105 % ylabel(’R(TM) ’)
88
106 ylabel(’Normalized power’)
107 % title(’R(TM) vs. Incident angle & Airgap thickness (legends) ’);
108 title(’Reflection , Transmission and Absorption of TM mode Vs. Incident
angle ’);
109 legend(’Reflection ’,’Transmission ’,’Absorption ’,’location ’,’Best’)
110 % Legends
111 % for a=1: length(airgap)
112 % str(a) = {sprintf (’%.1f nm’, airgap(a))};
113 % end
114 % legend(str ,’location ’,’Best ’)
115 end
116
117 % Plot for TE
118 if strcmp(TE ,’on’)
119 figure;
120 hold on; grid on
121 plot(thetai ,FR_TE ,thetai ,FT_TE ,thetai ,FA_TE) % Reflection ratio
122 xlim([min(thetai),max(thetai)])
123 ylim ([0 1])
124 xlabel(’Incident angle [degrees]’)
125 % ylabel(’R(TE) ’)
126 ylabel(’Normalized power’)
127 % title(’R(TE) vs. Incident angle & Airgap thickness (legends) ’);
128 title(’Reflection , Transmission and Absorption of TE mode Vs. Incident
angle ’);
129 legend(’Reflection ’,’Transmission ’,’Absorption ’,’location ’,’Best’)
130 % Legends
131 % for a=1: length(airgap)
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132 % str(a) = {sprintf (’%.1f nm’, airgap(a))};
133 % end
134 % legend(str ,’location ’,’Best ’)
135 end
136
137 % Plot for TM/TE
138 if strcmp(TEM ,’on’)
139 figure;
140 hold on; grid on
141 plot(thetai ,FR_TM ./ FR_TE) % Reflection ratio
142 plot([ critical_angle critical_angle ],[0 1],’r--’);
143 xlim([min(thetai),max(thetai)])
144 ylim ([0 1])
145 % xlabel(’Incident angle [degrees]’)
146 xlabel(’Incident angle [degrees] (Dashed line for critical angle)’)
147 ylabel(’R(TM)/R(TE)’)
148 title(’R(TM)/R(TE) vs. Incident angle & Airgap thickness (legends)’);
149 % Legends
150 for a=1: length(airgap)
151 str(a) = {sprintf(’%.1f nm’, airgap(a))};
152 end
153 legend(str ,’location ’,’Best’)
154 end
155
156 % Plot for Minimum Reflection ratio vs. airgap
157 if strcmp(MIN_REFLEC ,’on’)
158 figure;
159 hold on; grid on
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160 plot(airgap ,MIN_ratio ,’k’) % Minimum Reflection ratio for each airgap
161 xlabel(’Airgap [nm]’)
162 ylabel(’Minimum R(TH)/R(TE)’)
163 title(’Minimum R(TH)/R(TE) vs. Airgap ’);
164 end
165
166 %% Function definition (DO NOT EDIT)
167
168 % This function is from Mathwork website
169
170 %This function calculates transmission , reflection and absorption of a
multilayer of planar homogenous films
171 %inputs:
172 %angle of incidence: thetai
173 %wavelength of incident light: lambda
174 %thicknesses of the layers: h
175 %refractive index of the layers: n (may be absorbing and dispersive , but
this may require a subfunction
176 %polarization: s or p (need one calculation for each for unpolarized light
)
177
178 function [FR,FT,FA]= Fresnel(lamb ,thetai ,h,n,pol)
179
180 %Snell ’s law:
181 theta (1)=thetai*pi/180;
182 for a=1: length(n)-1
183 theta(a+1)=real(asin(n(a)/n(a+1)*sin(theta(a)))) -1i*abs(imag(asin(n(a)
/n(a+1)*sin(theta(a)))));
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184 end
185
186 %Fresnel coefficients:
187 if pol ==0 %formulas for s polarization
188 for a=1: length(n)-1
189 Fr(a)=(n(a)*cos(theta(a))-n(a+1)*cos(theta(a+1)))/(n(a)*cos(theta(
a))+n(a+1)*cos(theta(a+1)));
190 Ft(a)=2*n(a)*cos(theta(a))/(n(a)*cos(theta(a))+n(a+1)*cos(theta(a
+1)));
191 end
192 elseif pol ==1 %formulas for p polarization
193 for a=1: length(n)-1
194 Fr(a)=(n(a)*cos(theta(a+1))-n(a+1)*cos(theta(a)))/(n(a)*cos(theta(
a+1))+n(a+1)*cos(theta(a)));
195 Ft(a)=2*n(a)*cos(theta(a))/(n(a)*cos(theta(a+1))+n(a+1)*cos(theta(
a)));
196 end
197 end
198
199 %phase shift factors:
200 for a=1: length(n)-2
201 delta(a)=2*pi*h(a+1)/lamb*n(a+1)*cos(theta(a+1));
202 end
203
204 %build up transfer matrix:
205 M=[1 ,0;0 ,1]; %start with unity matrix
206 for a=1: length(n)-2
207 M=M*1/Ft(a)*[1,Fr(a);Fr(a) ,1]*[exp(-1i*delta(a)) ,0;0,exp(1i*delta(a))
92
];
208 end
209 M=M*1/Ft(length(n) -1)*[1,Fr(length(n) -1);Fr(length(n) -1) ,1];
210
211 %total Fresnel coefficients:
212 Frtot=M(2,1)/M(1,1);
213 Fttot =1/M(1,1);
214
215 %special case of single interface:
216 if length(n)==2
217 Frtot=Fr(1);
218 Fttot=Ft(1);
219 end
220
221 %total Fresnel coefficients in intensity:
222 FR=(abs(Frtot))^2;
223 FT=(abs(Fttot))^2* real(n(length(n))*cos(theta(length(n))))/real(n(1)*cos(
theta (1)));
224 FA=1-FR -FT;
225
226 end
227
228
229 % EOF
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C.3. Fitting Theoretical Model to Experimental Data
1 % //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
2 % THIS CODE IS FOR THE PARAMETER FITTING.
3 % JEONG ROK KIM
4 % 2018 -10 -06
5 % //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
6
7 clc
8 clear
9 tic
10 fprintf(’Initializing ... ’)
11 %% Plot setting
12 TE = ’off’ ; % ’on ’ / ’off ’
13 TM = ’on’ ; % ’on ’ / ’off ’
14
15 %% Fitting parameters
16 % Metal = Ag
17 % nm_r = 0.25820 ; % Real index of metal
18 % nm_i = 10.900 ; % Imaginary index of metal
19 % airgap = 650 ; % Thickness of airgap [nm]
20
21 % Minimum MSE (Best fit) of 1.2692e-04 at
22 % nm_r = 0.0780 ; % Real index of metal
23 % nm_i = 8.4000 ; % Imaginary index of metal
24 % airgap = 2700 ; % Thickness of airgap [nm]
25
26 % Parameter Sweep
94
27 nm_r = 0.075:0.001:0.08 ; % Real index of metal
28 nm_i = 8:0.1:9 ; % Imaginary index of metal
29 airgap = 1000:100:4000 ; % Thickness of airgap [nm]
30
31 %% Constant definitions
32 % At the wavelength of
33 lambda = 1550; % Vacuum wavelength [nm]
34 % Thickness of metal
35 metal = 100; % [nm]
36
37 % Index of prism , SiO2 and Si
38 np = 1.444;
39 nsio2 = 1.444;
40 nsi = 3.476;
41
42 % Angle of incidence [degrees]
43 % thetai = 20:0.02:60;
44
45 % Layers information
46 n = [np , 1 , NaN , nsio2 , nsi]; % Refractive index data , NaN for
frequency dependence
47 h = [NaN , NaN , metal , 1075 , NaN]; % Film thicknesses in nm, equal in
length to n, start and end with NaN
48
49 %% Read practical data set
50 filename = ’Measurement_sheet.xlsx’; sheet = 1;
51 thetai = xlsread(filename ,’D3:D32’); % [degrees]
52 MT_TM = xlsread(filename ,’T3:T32’);
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53 MT_TE = xlsread(filename ,’V3:V32’);
54
55 disp(’done’)
56
57 %% Calculate theoritical data set
58 fprintf(’Performing fitting ... ’)
59 wbar = waitbar(0,’Please wait ...’);
60
61 FA_TE = zeros(length(thetai) ,1);
62 FA_TM = zeros(length(thetai) ,1);
63 min_err = 100000;
64
65 for idx1 =1: length(nm_r)
66 temp_nm_r = nm_r(idx1);
67 for idx2 =1: length(nm_i)
68 temp_nm_i = nm_i(idx2);
69 % Complex index of metal
70 n(3) = temp_nm_r +1i*temp_nm_i; % The vector length of lambda and
nm must be equal
71 for idx3 =1: length(airgap)
72 h(2) = airgap(idx3);
73
74 % TE calculation
75 pol = 0;
76 for a=1: length(thetai)
77 FA_TE(a) = Fresnel(lambda ,thetai(a),h,n,pol);
78 end
79
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80 % TM calculation
81 pol = 1;
82 for a=1: length(thetai)
83 FA_TM(a) = Fresnel(lambda ,thetai(a),h,n,pol);
84 end
85
86 % for show
87 plot(thetai ,FA_TM ,thetai ,MT_TM)
88 drawnow;
89
90 err = immse(FA_TM ,MT_TM);
91 if err < min_err
92 index1 = idx1;
93 index2 = idx2;
94 index3 = idx3;
95 min_err = err;
96 end
97 end
98 end
99 waitbar(idx1/length(nm_r))
100 end
101 close(wbar)
102 disp(’done’)
103
104 % for show
105 close all
106
107 nm_r = nm_r(index1);
97
108 nm_i = nm_i(index2);
109 airgap = airgap(index3);
110 disp(’Mininum MSE (Best fit) achieved when the parameters are : ’)
111 fprintf(’nm_r = %.4f, nm_i = %.4f, airgap = %i nm , MSE = %f\n’,nm_r ,nm_i ,
airgap ,min_err)
112
113 %% Calculations (DO NOT EDIT)
114 fprintf(’Plotting ... ’)
115 % Complex index of metal
116 nm = nm_r+1i*nm_i; % The vector length of lambda and nm must be equal
117 n(3) = nm;
118
119 FA_TE = zeros(length(thetai),length(airgap));
120 FA_TM = zeros(length(thetai),length(airgap));
121
122 % TE calculation
123 pol = 0;
124 for b=1: length(airgap)
125 h(2) = airgap(b);
126 for a=1: length(thetai)
127 FA_TE(a,b) = Fresnel(lambda ,thetai(a),h,n,pol);
128 end
129 end
130
131 % TM calculation
132 pol = 1;
133 for b=1: length(airgap)
134 h(2) = airgap(b);
98
135 for a=1: length(thetai)
136 FA_TM(a,b) = Fresnel(lambda ,thetai(a),h,n,pol);
137 end
138 end
139
140 %% Plots
141 set(0,’defaultfigurecolor ’ ,[1 1 1]); % Make the background of plot white
142
143 % Plot for TM
144 if strcmp(TM ,’on’)
145 figure;
146 hold on; grid on
147 plot(thetai ,FA_TM ,thetai ,MT_TM) % Absorption
148 xlim ([42 ,46])
149 ylim ([0 1])
150 xlabel(’Incident angle [degrees]’)
151 ylabel(’Transmittance(TM)’)
152 title(’Transmittance(TM) vs. Incident angle ’);
153 legend(’Theoretical ’,’Measurement ’,’location ’,’Best’)
154 % Legends
155 % for a=1: length(airgap)
156 % str(a) = {sprintf (’%.1f nm’, airgap(a))};
157 % end
158 % legend(str ,’location ’,’Best ’)
159 end
160
161 % Plot for TE
162 if strcmp(TE ,’on’)
99
163 figure;
164 hold on; grid on
165 plot(thetai ,FA_TE ,thetai ,MT_TE) % Absorption
166 xlim([min(thetai),max(thetai)])
167 ylim ([0 1])
168 xlabel(’Incident angle [degrees]’)
169 ylabel(’R(TE)’)
170 title(’R(TE) vs. Incident angle & Airgap thickness (legends)’);
171 % Legends
172 for a=1: length(airgap)
173 str(a) = {sprintf(’%.1f nm’, airgap(a))};
174 end
175 legend(str ,’location ’,’Best’)
176 end
177
178 disp(’done’)
179 toc
180
181 %% Function definition (DO NOT EDIT)
182
183 % This function is from Mathwork website
184
185 %This function calculates transmission , reflection and absorption of a
multilayer of planar homogenous films
186 %inputs:
187 %angle of incidence: thetai
188 %wavelength of incident light: lambda
189 %thicknesses of the layers: h
100
190 %refractive index of the layers: n (may be absorbing and dispersive , but
this may require a subfunction
191 %polarization: s or p (need one calculation for each for unpolarized light
)
192
193 function [FA]= Fresnel(lamb ,thetai ,h,n,pol)
194
195 %Snell ’s law:
196 theta (1)=thetai*pi/180;
197 for a=1: length(n)-1
198 theta(a+1)=real(asin(n(a)/n(a+1)*sin(theta(a)))) -1i*abs(imag(asin(n(a)
/n(a+1)*sin(theta(a)))));
199 end
200
201 %Fresnel coefficients:
202 if pol ==0 %formulas for s polarization
203 for a=1: length(n)-1
204 Fr(a)=(n(a)*cos(theta(a))-n(a+1)*cos(theta(a+1)))/(n(a)*cos(theta(
a))+n(a+1)*cos(theta(a+1)));
205 Ft(a)=2*n(a)*cos(theta(a))/(n(a)*cos(theta(a))+n(a+1)*cos(theta(a
+1)));
206 end
207 elseif pol ==1 %formulas for p polarization
208 for a=1: length(n)-1
209 Fr(a)=(n(a)*cos(theta(a+1))-n(a+1)*cos(theta(a)))/(n(a)*cos(theta(
a+1))+n(a+1)*cos(theta(a)));
210 Ft(a)=2*n(a)*cos(theta(a))/(n(a)*cos(theta(a+1))+n(a+1)*cos(theta(
a)));
101
211 end
212 end
213
214 %phase shift factors:
215 for a=1: length(n)-2
216 delta(a)=2*pi*h(a+1)/lamb*n(a+1)*cos(theta(a+1));
217 end
218
219 %build up transfer matrix:
220 M=[1 ,0;0 ,1]; %start with unity matrix
221 for a=1: length(n)-2
222 M=M*1/Ft(a)*[1,Fr(a);Fr(a) ,1]*[exp(-1i*delta(a)) ,0;0,exp(1i*delta(a))
];
223 end
224 M=M*1/Ft(length(n) -1)*[1,Fr(length(n) -1);Fr(length(n) -1) ,1];
225
226 %total Fresnel coefficients:
227 Frtot=M(2,1)/M(1,1);
228 Fttot =1/M(1,1);
229
230 %special case of single interface:
231 if length(n)==2
232 Frtot=Fr(1);
233 Fttot=Ft(1);
234 end
235
236 %total Fresnel coefficients in intensity:
237 FR=(abs(Frtot))^2;
102
238 FT=(abs(Fttot))^2* real(n(length(n))*cos(theta(length(n))))/real(n(1)*cos(
theta (1)));
239 FA=1-FR -FT;
240
241 end
242
243
244 % EOF
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APPENDIX D - EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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Table D.1: Experimental data of incident angle vs. power measurement with detector.
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Table D.2: Experimental data of incident angle vs. power measurement with lensed fiber.
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Table D.3: Experimental data of input vs. output power measurement with lensed fiber.
